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The material is based upon work supported by the National Aeronautics and Space 








• Legacy Terms: “AM-1” instead of Terra
• Inconsistent Names: Processing levels 
“Level 1”, “1”










• Common validations across all metadata 
dialects
• Consistent features across all dialects.


















• Business Rule 
Validation
Storage











MMT and CMR Keyword Validation
















HTTP/1.1 422 Unprocessable Entity
<path>ScienceKeywords/0</path>
<error> Science keyword Category [EARTH 
SCIENCE], Topic [BIOOSPHERE], and Term 
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• Provide indication of completeness of 
Metadata based on different 
recommendations (UMM-C, CSW, 
DataCite…)
• Automatically evaluated and tagged in CMR
• Badges and guidance displayed in MMT.
– Encourages better quality metadata
• Future








• Give clients clean, consistent facet data 
without having to change the underlying 
metadata.
• Temporary solution to help users while 
metadata is cleaned up.




Fixing Problems in Facets
• Misspellings: “Bioosphere”
• Legacy Terms: “AM-1” instead of Terra
• Inconsistent Names: Processing levels 
“Level 1”, “1”
• Whitespace around element values










1. Admin creates humanizer instructions in 
CMR
2. CMR indexes impacted collections with 
additional humanized fields
3. Clients optionally request facets with 
humanized values.






































What is a Tag Association?






















"title" : "Sea Surface Temperature (L4, G1SST)",









Tag Data can be Retrieved
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Tag Data can be Searched
curl "https://cmr…/search/collections.json?\
tag_data[org.ceos.wgiss.cwic.granules.native_id]=JPL-L2P-MODIS_A"
Find all collections: 
• tagged with “org.ceos.wgiss.cwic.granules.native_id” 
• with data  “JPL-L2P-MODIS_A”
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Tags Enable Many Use Cases
• Allows layering on additional information to 
each collection.
• Examples
– Mark “featured” collections.
– Categorize collections (Reviewed, approved, 
needs work, etc).
– Store visualization information
– Add a client specific id to collections.
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This material is based upon work 
supported by the National 
Aeronautics and Space 
Administration under Contract 
Number NNG15HZ39C.
